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THE READER, FEBRUARY 13, 1863.

THE VALLEY OF DOOMSTOWN.
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The Recorder, February 13, 1862

Miscellaneous.

THE BAYONET CHARGE.

There appears to have been at least one good bayonet charge in this war. It is reported to have been made by the 9th in the recent battle in Kentucky, and is described by the correspondent of the N. Y. Tribune: "Col. McCook can in the regiment; under him, and himself of his leg in the course of the engagement, but nevertheless continued in all of his men soon grew tired appear to have little; was slowly devoid of as targets to the rebels without battle to deliver as full meaning of wood, which they desired. About the morning of the regiment being called, 15011fing water. A colonel gave the order to "inoculating, the" was received with a hurrah, such only. has not yet recovering given, and execute ill of the regiment, being called, of the latest improvements. Two great rival stoves—tbe Baker and the lock—stand the question, "Which is best for them?"

GROVE'S BAKED.

THE CROOKED BAKER'S

ATTENTION EVERYBODY!

MRS. WILSON, an experienced BAKED.
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